THE POWER OF DIGITAL REWARDS

Consumer Product Goods
Promotions are the bread and butter of brand awareness, market acceptance, product
visibility and increased purchase rates. As a CPG brand, you’re likely running trade and
consumer promotions, but chances are they’re complicated, a logistical headache or
costly. Or all of the above.
Our flexible rewards eliminate the issues experienced with traditional promotions and are
the easiest gifts and incentives you can incorporate into promotional campaigns. Whether
they are teamed with on-pack and in-pack offers or rewards at the register, these codebased incentives are a simple and inexpensive way to add value to your product.

Powerful uses of Digital REWARDS

within the CPG Industry

Digital Reward Cards
Made up of a full range of physical and digital products,
Digital Rewards include popular items like Music
Downloads, Movie Tickets, Digital Movie Rentals,
Magazine Subscriptions, eBooks and beyond. Digital
Reward Card promotions use reward codes to deliver
high-perceived value products. With our easy-toimplement platform, brands can offer these relevant,
real-world items at a fraction of their perceived value.

Did You Know?
Encourage new
product purchases
by using high-value
incentives as costeffective in-pack offers.

Leverage trade
dollars and tie fun
giveaways to your
brand, whether onpack or at the register.

Print reward codes
within packaging,
on bottle neckers, or
as secure peel-andreveal labels.

Include Digital
Rewards on direct
mail pieces to drive
consumer behavior
and calls to action.

Reach customers at
the transaction level
by including reward
codes on receipts or
Catalina coupons.

Reward multiple
product line
purchases with a
high-perceived value
digital incentive as a
gift-with-purchase.

The tables have turned: Digital downloads now
exceed physical sales.*
Next big thing: It is predicted that gains for online
movies will increase tenfold between 2007 and
2017.**
Big picture potential: Over two-thirds of the U.S.
population attend at least one movie every year.***
Cover to cover: Americans spend $9.3 billion
dollars on magazine subscriptions annually.****
* Nielsen/Billboard; Pew Research Center
** Mintel
***Motion Picture Association of America
**** The Association of Magazine Media, 2012/2103 Magazine Media
Factbook

Case Studies:
Client: Dr Pepper

Use: Customer Incentive

Reward: Movie Tickets

In anticipation of the fourth installment of the Indiana Jones films, Dr Pepper wanted to offer a high-value reward for purchasing select Dr Pepper
merchandise.
Free Movie Ticket codes were printed n specially marked Dr Pepper products. After purchase, customers were directed to a branded website to enter
their code and select their tickets for a film of their choice.

Client: Coca-Cola

Use: Customer Incentive

Reward: Music Download

Coca-Cola wanted to increase fountain soda sales in select ExxonMobil convenience stores across the country; they knew adding an instant reward
was a great way to encourage purchases.
During an 8-week promotional period, Digital Reward codes that gave consumers a free Music Download were printed directly onto 52oz. plastic
fountain soda cups. This seamless way of distributing codes cutback on logistical issues usually associated with a promotion of this scale.
Client: GoldToe

Use: Customer Incentive

Reward: Music Downloads

GoldToe was looking for a simple way to entice customers to choose their athletic bonus packs over their competitors’ as part of their “Music to Your
Feet” campaign.
To capture the attention of their targeted audience, GoldToe offered a low cost value-add on-pack incentive for three music downloads on specialtymarked packages of men’s athletic socks. The redeemable code was printed inside the GoldToe wrapping, which made delivery of the reward very
easy with no additional production costs.

